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Abstract

This note provides advice for visitors of LIMSI, Rue John
von Neumann, F-94105 Orsay.

Part I

Arrival

1 Arriving from LE GUICHET

Cafe La Terasse: We might agree to meet at the Cafe
directly at the closest local train station. The Cafe
is just right at the exit of this station. (assuming
you from from CDG or MASSY TGV). You will see
a grocery store and hair cutter on the opposite side
of the street.

Walk to LIMSI: Otherwise walk up the hill following
Fig. 1.

2 Arriving with Taxi

’Rue John von Neumann’ may not be in the navigator
system of the taxi. The next closest street ’Rue Louis de
Broglie’ should be in the navigator. Some taxi drivers do
not even have a navigator, nor know Paris surroundings.
They generally know ’Le Guichet’ and ’Orsay’. Taxi
rides from Massy TGV to LIMSI cost 25 to 50 Euro,
depending on the taxi driver.

3 Arriving with Bus

Bus 91-06 goes from MASSY TGV to LIMSI approxi-
mately every 15 min (daytime) and takes 25 minutes.
The bus stop is ’IUT Pole d’ingeniere’. From there it is
11 min walk. Details:

http://www.vianavigo.com.

4 Arriving with train

MASSY TGV (24 km south-east of Paris) is the clos-
est TGV station. Take RER B to LE GUICHET
(Direction: Saint-Remis-les-Chevreuse). These
trains depart from the track closest to railroad
station. Getting the train tickets is fun. Go to
the ticket automate. Select ’trains from here’ to
’Paris surrounding’ (not ’Paris city’) and specify
’Le Guichet’.

Paris EST or Paris NORD: Take RER B to ’Le
Guichet’.

Gare MONTPARNASSE: Take Metro 4 to ’Denfert
Rochereau’ (direction P’Orléans) and from there
RER B to ’Le Guichet’.

European trains are well searchable in

http://www.bahn.de

Type ’Aeroport Paris-Charles de Gaulle TGV’ as
start if you arrive on the airport. Often, Deutsche
Bahn beats SNCF even in France, because the put
together different data bases.

5 Arriving with plane

Paris ORLY is the closest airport. Take the airport
shuttle to ANTHONY and from there RER B to LE
GUICHET (Direction: Saint Remis des Chevreuse).

Paris CDG is the next closest airport. Take RER B to
LE GUICHET (about 1h 10 min), (same direction:
Saint Remis des Chevreuse).

Part II

Accomodation

6 Hotels

• The closest hotel is ’Hotel D’orsay’, perhaps three
minutes walk from RER B station ’Le Guichet’ and
15 minutes walk from LIMSI. The hotel uses high
levels of room spray (artificial parfums).

• Aparthotel Adagio Access Paris Massy Gare
2A Place de l’Union Européenne
91300 Massy
+33 1 69 18 83 50 Directly at the Massy TGV
train station, reasonably quiet, low to high levels
of room spray.

http://www.vianavigo.com.
http://www.bahn.de


Figure 1: Go from RER B station ’LE GUICHET’ (bottom right) to LIMSI (top left). My and google’s favourite route
(15 min quick walk) is: (1) Move straight on Rue de Versailles; (2) Turn left onto ’Rue de la Colline’ to the end; (3)
Turn right onto ’Chemin de Bois des Rames’; (4) Turn half-left onto ’Rue André Riviére’ and keep walking straight
onto Rue Louis de Broglie; (5) Turn left onto ’Rue John von Neumann’; (6) Turn left into the main entrains of LIMSI
(Bat 508).

• My favourite hotel is ’Au Bord du Lac’, 2 rue de
la Digue, F-78470 Saint-Remy-lés-Chevreuse; fon
+33-1-30.52.00.43; fax +33-1-30.47.14.84; aubor-
ddulac@wanadoo.fr;

http://auborddulac.com

Go 20 minutus with the local train RER B from
Massy TGV to the end station ’St-Remy-les-
Chevreuse’. From there it is 800 meters to the
small lake and hotel. Go first street left (direction
of incoming train), first street right and first street
left again. Then you arrive at a small lake with
the hotel. The hotel is in a green historic suburb
of Paris and very quiet surrounding. IT is about 6
train stops away from ’Le Guichet’ for the ’climb’to
the LIMSI.

7 Long-term accomodation

• A good service for long-term accomodation is

http://www.science-accueil.org/

uk/

Click ’Prepare your stay’ and from there ’More in-
formation’ under ’Housing’. It is free for LIMSI
visitors.

• ResidHomes may have special rates for weeks or
months (not in booking.com).

Part III

Formalities

8 Formalities (< 1 day visit) [by
LIMSI Host]

Email to visites@limsi.fr1 and state the nationality.
The visitor’s card is provided by Valérie Ronflé.

9 Formalities (Between 1 day and
less than 1 month) [by LIMSI
Host]

9.1 Summary of requested information
from visitor more than 2 months in ad-
vance

1. Data of person and visit (see below).

2. One paragraph describing the joint work.

3. PDF (1-2) pages detailing the work.

(a) Title: Collaborative work at LIMSI

(b) Visitor:

1[20160418 email LIMSI-All Visitors.pdf]

http://auborddulac.com
http://www.science-accueil.org/uk/
http://www.science-accueil.org/uk/


(c) Host:

(d) Period:

(e) Paragraph from above.

(f) Figure of something.

(g) Workplan (example):

i. Week 1: Discussion of the cluster-based
reduced-order modeling, developed by
the visitor. Discussion of its application
to the fluidic pinball, an academic wake
stabilization benchmark / cavity flow ex-
periment / ...

ii. Week 2: Preliminary tests of the visi-
tor’s method to the DNS / experiment
at LIMSI.

iii. Week 3: Definition of a standard operat-
ing procedure for the modeling, the em-
ployed data formats, and potential future
applications.

4. Ideally, letter from visitor’s University with approval
of the visit of LIMSI. This is probably more indi-
cated for longer visits >1 week.

9.2 Initialization at LIMSI

Fill out the webbased form (works only inside LIMSI)

https://intranet.limsi.fr/

FicheAccueil/.

2 months in advance.2

Required information:

1. Family Name:

2. First name:

3. Personal email:

4. Estimated begin:

5. Estimated end:

6. Group: AERO

7. Host: noack

8. Paragraph about research

2[20160418 email LIMSI-All Visitors.pdf]

9. Role of visitor: Permanent researcher; PhD stu-
dent; Intern before M2; M2 intern; CDD IT; CDD
Researcher; Other

10. Payment: No; CNRS (contract name); Other
(specify)

9.3 Signed visitor declaration

Fill out the form

RH Declaration presence visiteurs.pdf.

to be signed by the director and send to CNRS 3 weeks
before.

Ideally, add a letter from their University saying that
you are employed at this University and that you have
travel permission for LIMSI within the specified dates.

9.4 After arrival

The host has do sign the enclosed confidentiality agree-
ment.

AccordConfidentialiteGB.docx.

10 Visa for Europe [by Visitor]

Rules of thumb (tested for Australia and USA):

• Visit for less than three months: A visitor visa
should be fine.

• Three months or more: You need a visitor permis-
sion from the town hall. This can take 9 months!!!!

Exceptions proof the rule (No idea about China and
India).

https://intranet.limsi.fr/FicheAccueil/
https://intranet.limsi.fr/FicheAccueil/


11 FSD: Security clearance by
CNRS [by Host]

Fill out the webbased form (works only inside LIMSI)

https://assav.cnrs.fr/ASSAV_ZRR_CH_

Gestion_Fiche_Recherche.aspx.

See 20170308 ICODE... as example.

• Usual data from above forms.

• Title in French.

• Short description of the position in the ZRR and
the activities that will be carried out. (one para-
graph).

• Upload a PDF describing the work.

https://assav.cnrs.fr/ASSAV_ZRR_CH_Gestion_Fiche_Recherche.aspx
https://assav.cnrs.fr/ASSAV_ZRR_CH_Gestion_Fiche_Recherche.aspx
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